1 Use your librarian
We are here to help! Easy questions, hard questions, impossible questions? We’ll take them all. Schedule an appointment with a librarian (http://libcal.lib.rochester.edu/appointments/)

2 Use subject guides
Each subject has a website, listing some of the best books and databases for research in that area. If you don’t know where to start Go to the subject guides (http://libguides.lib.rochester.edu).

3 Use a reference manager
Programs like RefWorks or EndNote help you collect and organize your citations. Your life will be so much easier! Check the reference manager list (http://libguides.lib.rochester.edu/referencemanagers).

4 Use Interlibrary Loan (ILL)
If the library doesn’t have the item you want, let us get it for you. It’s fast, free, and fantastic. Click here to submit your request (https://illiad.lib.rochester.edu/).

5 Use the Writing, Speaking & Argument Program (WSAP)
The WSAP is there to help! Wherever you are in writing process, they’ll give great suggestions and feedback. Drop in, or make an appointment. Go to WSAP (http://writing.rochester.edu).

6 Need Further Assistance?
If you need to sign up for a Library Research Workshop for International Students or to arrange for a library tour, please contact Kathy Wu at kathyw@library.rochester.edu or 585-273-5322.
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LIBRARIAN DIRECTORY

African American Studies • Alan Unsworth aunsworth@library.rochester.edu
Anthropology • Stephanie Barrett sbarrett@library.rochester.edu
Art & Art History • Stephanie Frontz sfrontz@library.rochester.edu
Biology • Moriana Garcia mgarcia@library.rochester.edu
Brain & Cognitive Sciences • Stephanie Barrett sbarrett@library.rochester.edu
Business • Bob Berkman rberkman@library.rochester.edu
Chemistry • Sue Cardinal scarbird@library.rochester.edu
Computer Science • Allegra Tennis sfrontz@library.rochester.edu
Dance • Stephanie Frontz sfrontz@library.rochester.edu
Data • Adrienne Canino acanino@library.rochester.edu
Earth & Environmental Sciences • Adrienne Canino acanino@library.rochester.edu
Economics • Kathy Wu kathyw@library.rochester.edu
Education • Eileen Daly-Boas edaly@library.rochester.edu
Biomedical Engr. • Moriana Garcia mgarcia@library.rochester.edu
Chemical Engr • Sue Cardinal scarbird@library.rochester.edu
ECE • Allegra Tennis sfrontz@library.rochester.edu
Mechanical Engineering • Sarah Siddiqui ssiddiqui@library.rochester.edu
English & American Lit. • Mantra Roy mroy@library.rochester.edu
Film • Mantra Roy mroy@library.rochester.edu
Gender, Sexuality & Women’s Studies • Justina Elmore jelmore@library.rochester.edu
Government Information • Kathy Wu kathyw@library.rochester.edu
American History • Alan Unsworth aunsworth@library.rochester.edu
World History • Alan Unsworth aunsworth@library.rochester.edu
Languages
Arabic • Alan Unsworth aunsworth@library.rochester.edu
Chinese • Kristen Tooleben ktooleben@library.rochester.edu
Classical Greek & Latin • Alan Unsworth aunsworth@library.rochester.edu
French • Kristen Tooleben ktooleben@library.rochester.edu
German • Kristen Tooleben ktooleben@library.rochester.edu
Hebrew • Alan Unsworth aunsworth@library.rochester.edu
Italian • Kristen Tooleben ktooleben@library.rochester.edu
Japanese • Kristen Tooleben ktooleben@library.rochester.edu
Russian • Kristen Tooleben ktooleben@library.rochester.edu
Spanish & Latin American • Kristen Tooleben ktooleben@library.rochester.edu
Law • Kathy Wu kathyw@library.rochester.edu
Linguistics • Stephanie Barrett sbarrett@library.rochester.edu
Mathematics & Statistics • Sarah Siddiqui ssiddiqui@library.rochester.edu
Music • Deborah Fox dfox@library.rochester.edu
Philosophy • Eileen Daly-Boas edaly@library.rochester.edu
Physics, Optics & Astronomy • Jason Harvey jharvey@library.rochester.edu
Political Science • Justina Elmore jelmore@library.rochester.edu
Psychology • Justina Elmore jelmore@library.rochester.edu
Public Health • Stephanie Barrett sbarrett@library.rochester.edu
Religion & Theology • Alan Unsworth aunsworth@library.rochester.edu
Sign Language & Deaf Studies • Stephanie Barrett sbarrett@library.rochester.edu
Visual & Cultural Studies • Stephanie Frontz sfrontz@library.rochester.edu
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Go to: International Students & Scholars’ Guide
Every class has a librarian
The Blackboard page for your class gives links to great resources hand-picked by your librarian. Find your librarians and the guides for your subjects here:

www.library.rochester.edu/subject-librarians

You can access library databases from off campus
Use your NetID and password to access library journals and databases without installing special software. Details are here:

http://www.library.rochester.edu/help/it/connecting+from+off-campus

There is a library guide for international students and scholars. To access it, go to

http://libguides.lib.rochester.edu/InternationalStudentsGuide